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- Welcome to TRIBAL CONVICTIONS'ZINE. The first question is obvious. How do you

guys come from? Nothing in all of you did not hear, and here the first demo, released on

cassette with a few version is in some underground labels. How did this happen?

Jeroen: Well when we released the demo we also sent some copies to various labels and zines

that we liked. Some of these showed interest in working with us. The re-release on Byllepest

Records came about after I met the guy who runs it during a hiking trip in Norway.

Viktor: When we started palying together, most of the songs for the demo had already been

written, at least partially. So we felt that we had best work out these songs in rehearsal, record

them and put it out tape and only then start doing live shows to get our name out there.

- For old man like me, one of the biggest advantages of your debut demo is fact that it has the

spirit of old, european metal. I like that you make your music not because you have to, feel

honest and sincerity in what you‟re doing. I understand that it was your plan to achieve final

effect like we have in “Demo 2013”?

J: Yeah man, we are all pretty passionate about what we do, music is a big part of our lives,

the devotion to it comes naturally.

V: Exactly, sincerity and honesty are two of the most important things about us as a band. We

make the music that we feel like playing. We do what feels right to us, not what narrow

notions about a certain „genre‟ tell us to do. Even if we were to make straightforward death

metal (and we certainly do sometimes), it is because it feels right to us at that time, not

because of any external pressure.

- If we assume that good death metal album should beat the shit out of the listeners, we can

safely say that after confrontation with “Demo 2013” I feel like after a fight with Rocky

hahaha. I think it‟s good comparision, right?

J: Yeah I can live with that comparison. Viktor's the main movie guy in the band though, so

he might be able to elaborate more. I guess I'd compare it more to getting beaten to a pulp by

Black Dynamite.

V: Good comparison dude! Though I would have to say that I find it more akin to taking a

good pummeling from Jake LaMotta as portrayed by Robert DeNiro in Raging Bull. Not only

is it brutal and will it slam you repeatedly in the face, hopefully you will also see that there is

more behind it than pure, raging brutality.

- Your release has one big disadvantage, it‟s simply too short. Of course, I understand, it‟s

demo and it hasn‟t to be long, but I can‟t do anything about that it will be not enough good

music for me. That‟s right?

V: I‟m glad you feel that way! The fact of the matter is that this was the only material that we

had at that time. I also feel that a demo shouldn‟t be too long. It is only a „demonstration‟

after all. To show people what you sound like and what you want to do as a band.



- I didn't find much infos about BONES on the Internet, so could you tell us more about the

past and present activities of the musicians? What are your current other projects, metal or

not, musical or not...

J: We all played in various bands before Bones, most of them metal bands.

V: Jeroen does a lot of artsy stuff like drawing and works a lot. Stef is a major slacker and

hangs around where he can get free beer when he isn‟t riffing or playing improvised grindcore

on chairs. Lukas has about a million bands and tries to be a teacher for a few hours a week.

And me, I sleep, eat, shit, fuck, make some music, mix some music, drink till I vomit, and

read a lot of books and watch films. You guessed it, I‟m unemployed!

- What was main impulse to create your band?

J: It was an impulse like you say, Bones basically just happened and it felt right to all of us.

We just wanted to play death metal.

V: I was lucky to get involved. Stef and Jeroen met during a magical drunken night and

decided they wanted to play in a death metal band together. If I remember correctly it is

because they were both really into the Morbus Chron demo at that time and were surprised to

meet someone else in Belgium that knew that band, haha! Jeroen suggested me as a drummer

because we had been jamming together a couple of times.

- What are your main inspiration if it comes about making music? When did BONES form,

and what were your inspirations and influences at that time? Did you have any non-musical

influences, like literature or other forms of art or culture?

J: Bones formed around 2011. We all have very diverse musical tastes, the general influence

at the time we formed was mostly 80's to early 90's death metal acts I guess. Non-musical

influences mostly include alcohol.

V: Like I said in some other interview, everything that you have liked or disliked in the past

has formed you into who you are. It is from this that I draw when I make music. Not just one

thing in particular, EVERYTHING that has gone before combines to make the person that I

am, and music is something personal so I try to just feel what I want to do and try to go with

that. I‟ll never force myself or anyone in the band to do something a certain way just because

that is the way Morbid Angel does it, or Autopsy, or because some guy told me that that is the

way to go. Bones is just us doing what we want to do and fuck all the rest.

- Music, that you propose as BONES is scrubbed squeaky old-fashioned death metal. What is

it about this music that just propose to your listeners? What for you is death metal? Well, why

the old is good and new is not?

J: I know what I like and what I don't, but as long as musicians play with conviction, they

have all the right in the world to do what they are doing. So I'm not going to be the one saying

that only 'old' is good and 'new' is not.



V: Yeah, we might not like a lot of the modern, „new‟ stuff in death metal, but that doesn‟t

mean that it is necessarily bad. As long as it is played with conviction and belief and not just

to copy something else, make money, ... then anyone can make any music they like for all I

care

- When you write songs, do you start with a concept, or a riff, or something else?

J: Riffs come from me and Stef, we bring them to rehearsal and Viktor adds the drum. There's

no specific technique to songwriting in Bones. Bass comes after the songs are mostly finished,

adding some fresh ideas and finishing touches like harmonies and shit.

V: Usually we start by just writing the music and then Jeroen or Stef will start to get an idea

of what the song could be about and they work out a concept and lyrics.

- And how do you come up with ideas for BONES lyrics?

J: Me and Stef both write lyrics, mine are mostly centered around ancient mythology and

religion, cosmic themes, etc.

- I wonder the question of the evolution of your music. Where do you see for yourself of

creativity and endless inspiration? In which way you can go on their next releases?

J: Metal flows in our veins, so there's not going to be a shortage of inspiration anytime soon.

After our EP 'Awaiting Rebirth', the next step is probably going to be a full-length release.

We have a couple of songs for that one already, we'll see how it turns out. Main influences for

me right now are Hellhammer and Goatlord (Darkthrone album).

V: Our rehearsals lately have been very fruitful. I feel that we keep evolving, both in our

technical and songwriting know-how, but also in our musical ideas. The EP was already a

pretty serious change of course from the demo, but the new stuff is going to go in a different

direction even more. We are finding our sound. Jeroen put it aptly when he described our

sound as a combination of Satan, Weird and Cosmos. The new songs will have (in turns) an

added emphasis on all three aspects.

- I assume that you don‟t give a fuck about what‟s fancy and created by nice, colour

magazines creating new stars of metal stage, but it‟s hard not to ask what do you think about

real show business based on big cash?

V: Nice things can be created when big budgets are involved, but only when the artistic vision

of the people creating it isn‟t influenced or corrupted by this. In a lot of music, film, tv, ... this

just isn‟t the case and people aren‟t so much artists anymore as puppets.

- Do you care about opinions saying that you‟re playing music totally unfashionable, empty,

missing all technological achievements, music that won‟t sale itself?

J: Anyone that says that doesn't know a whole lot about music. It's all about passion, always,

in any genre. You won't see us drowning in the mainstream anytime soon.



V: Since we make the music that we want to make for ourselves, we don‟t really care what

otehr people think. It is a genuinely amazing feeling when people like our music and

especially when they respond to us live, but I like to think that even if no one liked what we

were doing we would still be making the same music.

- There was a time when the most of people didn‟t believe that death metal will come back

and will be loved by fans again, some people already considered this genre as dead, but facts

(number and quality of new releases every year) proves that death metal is popular again. If in

the Belgium we have same situation? If death metal becoming popular again?

J: There's not too many (good) death metal bands in Belgium, with a couple exceptions. I

have no idea if the popularity of death metal is a factor, seeing as it's mostly underground

music and will probably be around forever in some way.

V: The main „death metal‟ genre in Belgium is more the technical stuff and deathcore, which

is not exactly what we enjoy. There has been a small rise in more „old school‟ bands lately

though, so I guess more people are listening to it again and wanting to make music inspired

by the classics.

- What‟s the next BONES matex going to be like?

J: Not quite sure what a matex is, but if I have to trust google, I'm afraid I'll have to disappoint

you - we won't be distributing Planetary Gear Systems or Environmentally Safe Drilling

Fluids and Lubricants anytime soon, however enticing that sounds.

- Do you think death metal and underground metal are still relevant? Why do you think

people are still drawn to this art form?

J: It's primal music that speaks to both mind and body, if you allow it. There's a reason

DEATH had such a massive impact. But again, this quality is not unique to death metal,

there's so much other good music..

- What defines an underground genre, like old school death metal?

V: I think what defines an underground genre to me is that it is harder to get into than

something mainstream. Music from the mainstream comes to you even against your will

sometimes, music from the underground can only be discovered (and enjoyed) through some

effort on the part of the listener.

- What drew you personally to death metal? Did you have any connection to metal before

death metal? Do you know if the other members of BONES had a similar experience?

J: (Death) metal to me is all about energy, it makes you feel alive. Even though the themes are

about evil, darkness, etc, it's all about positive energy to me in the end. A celebration of life,

through death metal.

V: I can‟t say it as pretty as Jeroen does. To me it was just the next step on the scale of easylistening to EXTREME.



- Do you watch television and/or movies? Do you like porn movies?? Which porn actress do

you like and why?

V: I watch a lot of movies, no television. I do check porn sometimes yeah. I never really liked

any actress specifically (most porn actresses are ugly too, goddamn), but just recently I

discovered one that has seriously stolen my boner. Remy Lacroix. First of all she is just

insanely hot, very pretty and authentic face for a porn star, and she doesn‟t use twenty layers

of make-up either. Second of all, I feel that she is more natural, real, than most porn-stars.

Sometimes you can tell that she is NOT enjoying herself. I like that, it shows that underneath

al the „acting‟ is an actual person, I like that aspect more than the actual slamming and

screwing.

- Do you read any philosophers or social theorists and if so, what doctrines do you find

relevant to the current time and its discontent?

V: Oh man, I read a lot, so does Jeroen. Jeroen often reads about Egypt, Babylonia, Sumeria,

... things like that. I read varied things, from sci-fi to books about the Middle-east. I have read

some works by philosophers, but the actual material I oten find too intensive and dense. If you

want to read some of those works you have to invest a lot of time in analysing everything to

get anything out of it. When I want to learn about a certain philosopher or school of thought, I

most often turn to third-party literature, people that write books about the works of those

philosophers. They will already have done a lot of the work for you and offer their insights.

This ofcourse has the downfall that you get someone‟s subjective opinion/analysis of a work,

rather than make your own, but it does save a lot of time.

- Do you believe that man has a soul? Do you believe in life after life? Do you believe in

ghosts and the supernatural? Do any higher powers exist for you?

V: Wow, dude, big question. Honestly, I can‟t just answer it here, typing in front of my

computer. Come and drink some beers with me and I‟ll talk your ear off about all this shit if

you let me.

- Belgium is one of the most developed countries in Europe – how do you live and work in

Belgium?

J: I live in Antwerp and I work for human rights organisations.

V: I just moved out of my parents‟ place and now live with my girlfriend in Antwerp city

where I share a house with some friends of mine. Right now I‟m unemployed!

- Belgium is considered the inventor of french fries. Both are sold in special booths, with the

addition of a variety of sauces that even with this simple ingredient can make a real delicacy.

Is it so popular are the fries?

J: We eat it all the time, mostly after/during nights out drinking. Which is throughout the

week in my case.

V: FUCK YEAH FRIES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



- What is waterzooi, gauffre or speculoos?

J: In order: nice soup from the city of Ghent, waffles, and the most amazing shit you'll ever

eat with coffee.

V: Dude, you should try all three, seriously, those are some tasty things you list. I should try

them all three combined ...

- How is the metal scene in Belgium? Some cool bands to quote and advice to the readers?

Are there kinds of metal that dominate your local scenes, or is it generally a bit of everything?

V: The scene here generally follows the larger trends in metal. Some time ago folk was

suddenly very popular, then we had the thrash revival and even a short glam period.

Deathcore seems to be one of the only genres that really has done well for a long time now.

Maybe also black metal. I dislike recommending specific bands because some people might

read this and feel left out, so I prefer just not mentioning anyone, so they can all be pissed off

together!

- We‟re coming back to musical questions. How often do you read traditional, paper zines?

Do you have some favorite titles, or you don‟t really in to stuff like paper zines? Do you

know Tribal Convictions‟zine? Are there in Belgium any metal paper zines you read, and, if

so, what makes them useful to you?

V: I don‟t really read magazines, and I haven‟t heard of Tribal Convictions before, sorry man!

Stef is the biggest „zine reader in the band I think. I do have a copy of Necromaniac that I

really enjoy (and not just because there is review of our demo in there) and Possessed

Magazine was a Belgian zine by a friend of mine, they only released one edition and I

enjoyed that as well. Oh shit, almost forget to mention HEAVY LOAD, a wacky zine by a

crazy American friend of ours that includes an AWESOME full-colour crayon poster.

- We‟re getting close to the end. Now, according to my zine‟s tradition I would like you to

describe few albums mentioned be me. These are the albums: AZARATH – Holy Possession,

BEHEMOTH – The Satanist, ACCEPT – Metal Heart, DEATH – Leprosy, IRON MAIDEN Seventh Son of a Seventh Son. I‟m awaiting for your honest opinions :)

J: Leprosy is probably the second best Death album for me, right after Scream Bloody Gore,

but that probably doesn't come as a surprise. I enjoy most of their later work, but not

everything. Maiden is always good, but I'm not a big connoisseur, and I don't know that

album very well.

V: The Satanist is actually a pretty good album. I was surprised by it because I hadn‟t been

interested in Behemoth anymore for a long time because to me it just feels that they keep

repeating themselves on every album. But on this release they really did something new and it

has some pretty interesting and parts! Azarath I haven‟t heard so I can‟t tell you anything

about it. Metal Heart is a classic, but I prefer Balls to the Wall. Still, I‟m not a big Accept fan,

Udo‟s voice just starts annoying me after a while. Seventh Son is a pretty good album as well,

but also definitely not Maiden‟s best. Leprosy is a great album, but for some reason I‟ve



always been more of a „Symbolic‟-era Death guy, maybe because that was the first album I

heard from them.

- At the end, tell me more about your dreams, not just about your music, but also about your

private life and that accent finish this interview.

V: My dream is to be able to do what I like and live/make a living that way!

- This interview is on the one hand the way to express my sympathy for your music, so I‟m

asking. Don‟t change into any In Flames or modern Deicide haha. Thanx for interview! Lost

words belongs to you!

J: Don't worry man, we won't be going melodic on you anytime soon. Thank you very much

for your interest and varied questions.

V: Thanks a lot for your in-depth questions, my friend, and our apologies that you had to

wait so long to get our answers. The truth is that, apart from making music, we are all

extreme procrastinators.
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